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US President Bill Clinton has lifted a 20-year ban on selling advanced weaponry to Latin America.
While the administration downplayed any danger of escalating arms purchases in the region,
critics in Washington and Latin America expressed concern that the change in policy could increase
instability and set off an arms race. Former president Jimmy Carter imposed the ban on arms sales
in 1977 when most of Latin America was ruled by the military (see NotiSur, 04/18/97).
Even as many countries left their military governments behind, many US officials argued that
they would be better off spending their resources on social programs as they tried to implement
economic reforms and strengthen democracy. But some countries bought weapons in Europe or
countries from the former Soviet Union. For example, Peru bought Russian-made MiG-29 warplanes
from Belarus earlier this year. Increasingly, the Pentagon, Latin American militaries who want to
modernize defense capabilities, and arms dealers eager to expand markets urged the White House
to review the policy. "Latin America has changed dramatically from a region dominated by coups
and military governments to one of democracy and civilian control," said Clinton administration
spokesperson Mike McCurry in announcing the change on Aug. 4.
McCurry said this puts US policy in Latin America on par with the policy toward other regions and
said it "will be implemented in a way that serves our objective of promoting stability, restraint, and
cooperation in the region." Arms sales will be considered on case-by-case basis An interagency
government commission chaired by the undersecretary of state for arms control and international
security affairs will be responsible for reviewing any arms- sale requests, according to Jeffrey
Davidow, assistant secretary of state for inter-American affairs. Davidow said that the US would
most likely reject sales to countries such as Ecuador and Peru, which are still trying to resolve their
longstanding border conflict. "Certainly we would not want to be selling to countries that have
ongoing border tensions," said Davidow.
Chile will be the first country to benefit from the new policy. While still considering the possible
change last April, Clinton authorized US manufacturers to submit bids to Chile for new fighter jets
it plans to buy. Both Lockheed- Martin and McDonnell Douglas are being considered for the US$500
million contract. The timing in lifting the ban was crucial for McDonnell Douglas, which has a mid-
August deadline for making an offer to the Chilean air force. In justifying the sale, Davidow said
Chile has resolved all but one of the 24 land disputes it had with Argentina, and he lauded the two
countries' decision to hold joint military maneuvers for the first time early next year. He said both
Argentina and Brazil would probably "receive the same treatment that Chile would receive" under a
US review.
US officials not united on lifting ban
Meanwhile, the change in policy has brought strong criticism. Rep. Nita Lowey (D-NY), who
introduced a bill to make the ban permanent, accused Clinton of bowing to the financial interests
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of defense contractors seeking to expand their markets. "This administration must not allow
McDonnell Douglas and Lockheed-Martin to dictate our foreign policy," Lowey said, adding that an
arms race will result and sacrifice scarce funds needed for regional social programs. "Our foreign
policy should promote democracy and stability....Arms sales will undermine these goals." Sen.
Christopher Dodd (D-CT), also objected to the White House rationale. "I find it hard to believe that
selling sophisticated aircraft, such as F-16s, helps to maintain regional security and stability," said
Dodd.
Latin Americans also divided on arms purchases
Latin America had been expecting Washington to lift the ban before President Clinton's scheduled
visit in October. That expectation was reinforced when Chairman of the US Joint Chiefs of Staff Gen.
John Shalikashvili called Latin America a "dream come true" for its resolution of regional conflicts
during his recent visit to Mexico, Brazil, Argentina, and Chile. Although the change was expected,
reactions were varied. "The chances of an armed conflict are now close to zero," said Chile's Defense
Minister Edmundo Perez, adding that the opening of the US arms market also does not mean Chile
will automatically purchase its fighters from US companies.
Brazilian Foreign Minister Luiz Felipe Lampreia also said the US decision was not likely to set
off an arms race in the region, and he said Brazil had no plans at present to buy weapons from
the US. Despite Lampreia's comments, however, the Argentine paper Clarin said on Aug. 8 that
US manufacturer Boeing is already planning to bid on a possible Brazilian purchase of 120 F-18
fighter planes. Argentine military analyst Rosendo Fraga pointed out the contradiction in the US
issuing what he called "political support for Latin America countries to rearm" just weeks after US
Ambassador to Peru Dennis Jett criticized the Peruvian government for spending money on MiGs,
not schools.
For his part, Ecuadoran armed forces commander Gen. Paco Moncayo said an arms race was
already in progress, citing Peru's purchase of the MiGs and Chile's planned purchase of fighter
planes in response. Some critics question what use the new weapons will have, especially in light
of recent suggestions of a MERCOSUR military force to respond to political disturbances (see
NotiSur, 08/01/97). Chilean political scientist Raul Sohr said that an arms race will be inevitable if
"governments in the region feel strong social pressures from their populations."
Peruvian analyst Luis Lamas said some countries in the region want modern arms and the efforts
they make to obtain them "create a much more serious and complex problem because they are poor
countries with serious economic limitations. To invest in the purchase of arms, based on an arms
race, only makes the country poorer." (Sources: Deutsche Press Agentur, 07/28/97; Spanish news
service EFE, The New York Times, 08/02/97; The Miami Herald, 08/02/97; Associated Press, 08/01/97,
08/03/97; Notimex, 08/03/97; Agence France-Presse, 08/04/97; Reuter, 08/01/97, 08/04/97, 08/06/96;
The Washington Post, 08/05/97; Inter Press Service, 08/03/97, 08/06/97)
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